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Western institution of parochial sovereignty in every one of its
local embodiments. Just as the inveterate disorder of post-war China
magnified by distortion, as in a convex mirror, the identic malady
of the oecumenical society of the age,1 so the monomania and the
fanaticism and the brutality of 'the Third Reich3 threw a baleful
light upon certain general tendencies of political development which
were common to all Western polities in modern times; and this
revelation caused searchings of heart among far-sighted observers in
Western countries like Switzerland and Sweden and Holland and
France and the United Kingdom and the United States which
seemed far, at the time, from following this course out to its actual
German goal.
In the mirror of 'the Third Reich', the modern Western neo-
paganism revealed itself as displaying three outstanding features:
The first feature was its dogma that Mankind was to be classified
on a newfangled criterion of physical race in place of the Christian
classification by faith and works. This new classification was mani-
festly both less significant and less humane than the historic classi-
fication which it claimed to supersede: less significant because the
colour of the skin or the slant of the nostril is a less important fact
about any human being than his beliefs and behaviour; less humane
because the leopard cannot change his spots nor the Ethiopian his
skin, so that divisions based on marks of physical race are insur-
mountable, whereas the unbeliever and the evil-doer are never beyond
reach of spiritual conversion so long as they live, so that divisions
based on religious and ethical differences do not deny or rule out the
ultimate unity of Mankind in the fatherhood of one Godhead.2
1	See the Survey for 1931, pp. 395-6.
2	In this matter of classification, Communism occupied a position of its own,
part way between the Christian scheme on the one hand and the National-
Socialist scheme on the other. Like National Socialism, Communism ostensibly
rejected the Christian classification by temper and behaviour in favour of an
external criterion: in the Communist scheme, the criterion of class.   Yet,
external though it was, the class-classification was not so perverse as the race-
classification, inasmuch as it was neither wholly insurmountable nor invariably
devoid of inward significance. The proletariat who, in the Marxian theology,
were the predestined 'heirs of the Covenant' and 'children of the Kingdom',
did not consist of either all of, or none but, the millions who happened to be
born in the proletarian antithesis of 'the purple'. It was not the natural-born
proletariat, but 'the class-conscious proletariat', that constituted the Marxian
Communion of Saints; and a natural-born bourgeois, like Lenin or Trotsky or
Engels or Marx himself, might become a class-conscious proletarian by an act of
faith—or rather,  according to strictly Orthodox Marxian doctrine, by a
saving combination of the two equally essential qualifications of faith and
works.  Moreover, the 'totalitarian* class-state, which was the Communist's
political ideal, differed from the * totalitarian' national state, and resembled the

